
Appendix A

Data Analysis Using Igor Pro in Windows or Mac OS X

Igor Pro is a data analysis and graphics package produced by Wavemetrics for Macintosh and
Windows. Igor Pro includes a nonlinear least-squares fitting routine based on an algorithm by
D.W. Marquardt (see Bevington and Robinson, Section 8.6). Igor Pro supports the use of Bessel
functions and Fresnel integrals in fitting functions, so it can readily be used to fit diffraction data
from both a circular aperture and a straight edge. Version 7 of Igor Pro is installed on the hard
drives of the lab computers. The HMC Physics Department has a license which allows students in
lab courses to download a copy of Igor Pro to their personal computers, and when launched Igor
Pro. The URL for the download is https://physics.hmc.edu/igor/ — each student enrolled
in Optics Lab should be able to supply their name and email address and successfully download
a copy of Igor Pro. We shall describe how to use Igor Pro to fit diffraction data from a circular
aperture.

Log on to a Windows computer in the Optics Lab (or a Mac or PC in the computer labs on the
HMC campus) and launch Igor Pro. To facilitate the discussion in this Appendix, we have placed
our diffraction data in a text file on the Desktop named CircularMoore2004.txt (data donated
generously by Chris Moore HMC ’05), and we will use the LoadWaves feature of Igor to load our
data. The data file CircularMoore2004.txt has three columns (see right): the first column contains
the position of the detector (in mm), the second contains the intensity (in volts), and the third
is the uncertainty in the intensity (in volts). The intensity and its uncertainty are actually the
mean intensity and the standard deviation of the mean (standard error) deduced from five scans
through the diffraction pattern.

From the Data menu select Load Waves | Load Waves... Select “Delimited Text” from the
File Type popup menu, and check the boxes for Make table and Read wave names. Then
click the File... button. We then switch directory levels (folders) to find the data file Circular-
Moore2004.txt (look for Files of type “All Files”), and double-click on CircularMoore2004.txt. Fi-
nally, click the Do it button to open the data file.
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The “Loading Delimited Text” dialog then opens, showing the top several lines of the data file
along with the names Igor has identified for the three columns of data. Note that the first two
have been changed from x and I to xw and Iw . This is necessary because both x and I
have special meanings in Igor ( I is the imaginary unit and x is the x coordinate of a data point).

Click Load to complete the operation. A data table appears with the three columns of numbers.
(Note that it is quite possible in Igor to load the data without producing any visible display; we
see the data because we checked the Make table checkbox.)

The position values in CircularMoore2004.txt are in millimeters. To convert the values to me-
ters, click into the command line (beneath the heavy red line) at the bottom of the screen in the
“Untitled” window, and type the command

xW /= 1000 (or equivalently xW = xW/1000)

and press return. [Note that you can do all sorts of wave arithmetic this way.] Next, we assign the
unit “m” (meters) to the data with the command

SetScale d 0,0,"m",xW

(type it into the command line and press return). Alternatively, you can find this command in
the Data | Change Wave Scaling. . . menu. Then for practice, set the units for both Iw and
Iw_err using the menus or with the command

SetScale d 0,0,"V",Iw,Iw_err

Here’s a quick way to enter this command. Rather than typing the whole thing, press the up
arrow once to highlight the previous command, then press Enter to copy the command to the
command line. Now adjust the text of the latter portion to produce the new command.

Perhaps you are wondering what the two zeros are doing in this command? Me too. Let’s ask
what’s going on. Select the word “SetScale” and right click (control-click on Macintosh). A con-
textual menu pops up from which you can select Help for SetScale. This is a handy way to find
out what commands and functions do. In this case, it appears that the zeros are pretty worthless.

Plotting the Data

Now we plot the data using the menu command Windows | New Graph... and the ensuing
dialog or with command

Display Iw vs xw
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(You’re probably getting the feeling that anything you can do in the menus, you can do straight
in the command line. Learning Igor’s magic words isn’t too hard, since you can start with the
menus/dialogs and then learn the commands that construct and execute, which are nearly al-
ways echoed in the history area above the command line.)

By default, Igor connects the data points. We would like to show discrete points and to plot error
bars. The speedy way to manage this is from the HMC menu: Fix Graph. If you’d like to do things
manually, then either right-click on a data point and select Modify IW... from the popup menu
or use the menu bar command Graph | Modify Trace Appearance... to bring up a dialog to
change the display. Select Markers for the Mode, and pick a marker you like.

Notice that the x axis is displayed in millimeters and the y axis in volts, since we have set units
for the x and y waves. We’d like to change the label of the x axis to “Position (unit)”. Double-click
the label ( mm ) and enter in the Axis Label field:

Position (\U)

and click Do It . The \U is a code for the units. Now change the y axis label to “Intensity (\U)”.

Fitting the Data

We now prepare to fit the data by defining constants to be used in the fitting function. Type the
command

Variable lambda = 632.8e-9

into the command line. This creates a global variable named lambda having the value 632.8 nm,
corresponding to the laser wavelength. While you’re at it, create a variable k with the value
2π/lambda via

Variable k = 2*pi/lambda

and a variable r0 (rzero) equal to 1.212 meters for the experimental setup of Chris Moore

Variable r0 = 1.212

(Note that r is reserved by Igor for a special purpose, so we have used r0 .) Now define the fit-
ting function by initiating a nonlinear fitting operation. From the menu bar, issue the command
Analysis | Curve Fitting... Make sure that the Function and Data tab is selected, and click on

the checkbox From Target . This restricts the choice of data to the waves present in the top-
most graph (of course, that’s our only graph at this point, but it can be quite helpful in general).
Make sure that the Y Data menu displays Iw and the X Data menu displays xW .
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Click the New Fit Function... button and enter a name for your fitting function (e.g., DiffCirc ).
Then select the Fit Coefficients box and enter the parameter names ’Imax’,’a’,’xzero’, and ’Izero’,
putting one parameter on each line by hitting Enter after each parameter name. Then select
the Independent Variables box and type x followed by Enter . At this point, the Fit Expression
box should have the text “f(x) = ” and the Status box should display “The coefficient Imax is not
used in the fit expression.” Enter the text of the fitting function so that the Fit Expression box
reads as follows:

NVAR k, r0
Variable arg = k * a * (x - xzero) / r0
// Trap for the case where arg == 0, and substitute the value 1
Variable bess = arg == 0 ? 1 : Besselj(1, arg) / arg
f(x) = 4 * Imax * bess^2 - Izero

Then click the Save Fit Function Now button. If you have entered the text successfully, the
function will compile and you will be returned to the Curve Fitting dialog. A short explanation is
in order. The first line informs the fitting function of the global variables k and r0 . The second
line creates a local variable named arg and sets its value. The final line computes the value of
the fitting function using the intermediate variable arg to simplify the expression.

Click the Data Options tab and select Iw_err from the Weighting menu, making sure that
the button Standard Deviation is selected.

Click the Coefficients tab to enter guesses for the parameters:
Imax = 5 , a = 1e-4 , xzero = 0.013 , Izero = 0.1 .

Click the Graph Now button to see if the calculated curve looks close to the data values. If so,

click the Output Options tab. If not, check your work. Did you remember to define all three
variables lambda, k, and r0?

In the Residual menu of the Output Options tab, select _auto trace_. You should also

check the box Add Textbox to Graph . You can customize the automatic content of the

fit results box by clicking the Textbox Preferences... button. For example, we checked the

Fit Function Name box. Finally, click the Do It button.

The fit should converge properly. Click OK in the Curve Fit dialog box, and the fitted values
for the parameters will be added to the graph in a text box. From the HMC menu select the
command Add ChiSq Information. Then click the button Move Fit Info near the top of the
graph to move the fit information from the bottom of the graph to the right side. You should get
a graph like this:
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Note that the fit information, as modified by the Add ChiSq Information command adjusts the
display of uncertainties to provide both absolute and relative uncertainties, and reports both χ2

and reduced χ2, as well as the probability that one would obtain a value of χ2 at least this large
on repeating the experiment with the same number of data points.

Fitting Straightedge Diffraction Data

Because Igor can calculate the Fresnel sine and cosine integrals, it is straightforward to fit your
Fresnel diffraction data in a similar way to that described above for Fraunhofer diffraction data.
An example is shown in the figure below.
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This figure was made using the data taken by Candace Church and Joe Checkelsky (both HMC
’04) available in the file candace_joe.dat on the PC in the lab. The three columns in this text file
hold position, intensity, and uncertainty for 37 data points. After loading the data into Igor and
renaming the waves, I set their units and magnitudes with the following commands:
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SetScale d 0,0, "m",Position
SetScale d 0,0,"V",Intensity,Intensity_unc
Position /= 1000
Intensity /= 1000
Intensity_unc /= 1000

to take advantage of Igor’s automatic SI prefixing mechanism. I then created the plot with

Display Intensity vs Position

and used the command Fix Graph from the HMC menu.

To perform the fit, start the Fitting dialog from the Analysis menu as usual, and click the
New Fit Function. . . button to define the fitting function for Fresnel diffraction from a

straightedge. As you can see from the information at the right side of the plot, rather than trying
to write the whole function in a single expression, I found it much more convenient to define a
pair of intermediate variables. The first one is defined by

Variable u = (x - x0) * sqrt(2*(r0+s0)/(632.8e-9*r0*s0))

and represents the argument to the Fresnel sine and cosine integrals. The second is defined by

Variable/C z = cmplx(0.5 + FresnelCos(u), 0.5 + FresnelSin(u))

The /C switch tells Igor to make z a complex variable, whose real part is set to 1
2 +C (u) and whose

imaginary part is set to 1
2 +S (u). The final line of the fitting function specifies the actual value

returned:

f(x) = amp * 0.5 * magsqr(z) + back

It uses the magsqr function to compute the squared magnitude of the complex number z.

Note from the figure that the deduced values for the fitting parameters are expressed in the base
SI values (m and V); to get the fit to converge properly, it was necessary to check the Hold box
next to parameter s0 (why?) and to enter initial guesses close to the right values. I usually have

to try a few different values, clicking the Graph Now button to see how close my guesses are
until the curve is fairly close to the data.
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Exporting the Graph for a Report

You can print your graph at this point. If you wish to export it for inclusion in a report, there are
a few options, all available from the File | Save Graphics... command.

• You can just copy and paste into a Word document. This produces a platform-dependent
picture (either a windows Metafile or Macintosh picture). As long as you don’t transfer to
the other platform you should be fine.

• For a platform-independent graphic, you can use File | Save Graphics... and save a
PNG file at 2x or 4x screen resolution.

• For use in LATEX, select a PDF file (for pdflatex) or an encapsulated PostScript (EPS) file if
you are using a traditional latex compiler. This command produces a vector graphics copy
of your graph that will scale properly to any size. You can then include it with a standard
LATEX command, such as \includegraphics[width=4in]{filename} .
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